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With The Age of Innocence, published in , Edith Wharton became the first to explore cutting-edge critical approaches to
Wharton's most popular novel.

This is an age of innocence for a society â€” existing in its own niggling concerns â€” that cannot conceive of
the devastating war that will change all life and history, and sweep away this innocence forever. Loyalty is
also a virtue, not only among families and marriages, but also among men. It worries about its social code â€”
wedding details, the season, rituals, and rules â€” passing its time in total ignorance of what is to come. For
while blood has often been Scorsese's method, the characters, and what exists between and within them, have
always been his ends. Ignoring the code does not work: This is evident because Ellen having lived in a more
open society pays a price, even among her family, for doing so. Eliot has similar recurring imagery. May is the
perfect sculpted product of Old New York. This maintains desired order. He must not dirty his hands in
business or "trade. These allegiances transcend many different cultures, societies and environments. The only
acceptable vocation for Newland is the law, however boring. To be married to a despicable husband who has
numerous affairs and treats his wife badly is condoned by the social code, to divorce that husband is not.
Victorian women are beautiful trophies but innocent brides. Now, the fact that he belonged to the exclusive
New York group buries him and his future alive Hadley  The only power they have is the power that May
uses: duty, loyalty, and most of all pregnancy. The persons of their world lived in an atmosphere of faint
implications and pale delicacies, and the fact that he and she understood each other without a word seemed to
the young man to bring them nearer than any explanation would have done. They each have a certain way of
functioning and placing some people above others. In the age of alleged innocence, hypocrisy abounds. The
novel uses words and the film uses cinematic effects but both can create a similar feeling for the audience.
Ellen realizes that they cannot have an affair â€” no matter how much they might love each other â€” and
maintain social integrity. Each character has an affair. The ritual of the wedding calls, the annual Beaufort
ball, the season, the gowns that are bought but put away for two years, and the details of Newland's wedding
are all examples of attitudes or events that are handed down from parent to child. The supreme example of this
is the farewell dinner for the Countess, a dinner that seems innocently gracious and honorable on the surface
but which hides rigid assertiveness in enforcing the social order. Despite his supposedly cosmopolitan
attitudes, he believes that a love affair with Ellen would be tolerated, an attitude showing his lack of realism.
Order is maintained by these understood practices.


